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Since 2009 education exchanges of cross-strait colleges and universities 
achieved a breakthrough, Fujian Province for the first time sent college students into 
batches to short-term study in Taiwan and shared cross-strait higher education 
resource. It will help to solve the crisis of lack of students of the Taiwan universities, 
which caused by Taiwan’s low birth rate. Besides, it also matches the direction of the 
reform of Chinese mainland higher education system. 
This paper begins with macro adequately study in Fujian and Taiwan higher 
vocational education system and the development process. There are similarities and 
differences between Fujian and Taiwan higher vocational education. At the same time, 
the thesis points out the problems existed in Fujian and Taiwan higher vocational 
education, and analyzes the development history and the main drivers of the 
cooperation between Fujian and Taiwan private higher vocational colleges. Fujian and 
Taiwan private higher vocational colleges suffer difficulties of survival and 
development, and the cooperation can open a completely new space for both.  Next, 
the thesis analyzes the status, significance and characteristic of the cooperation 
between Fujian and Taiwan private vocational colleges and universities. At present, 
the main modes of the cooperation between Fujian and Taiwan private vocational 
colleges and universities are mainly school-school, school-school-enterprise, 
segmented docking, faculty joint training. The cooperation between Fujian and 
Taiwan private higher vocational colleges and universities can not only serve for the 
west coast economic construction, but enhance the colleges communication, the 
students communication, and the science and technology communication, and cultures 
communication from cross-strait. To take the cooperative project between Xiamen 
Xingcai Vocational Technology College and Taiwan Ta Hwa Institute of Technology 
and Taiwan Longhua University of Science and Technology to study, the thesis 















existing problems and the future expectation.  
Finally, with the help of the analysis of the study, it concluded five points: 1. the 
carrying out and in-depth of cooperation between Fujian and Taiwan private 
vocational colleges is influenced by politics; 2. the cooperative project of Fujian and 
Taiwan private vocational colleges and universities should solve enrollment problem; 
3.make the joint-training plan more specifically; 4. Fujian private higher vocational 
colleges and universities should strengthen self-construction; 5. to solve the problem 
of project funds. 
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第一章  绪论 
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第二节  研究基础和文献综述 
一、研究基础 
两岸高等职业教育的交流与合作，可以使两岸高校资源共享，优势互补，达
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教育体系， 论述了职业教育必须和社会需求、 经济发展相适应， 职业教育是
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